
 

 

 

Supporting Reading in Secondary 
 

This document sets out our approach to the teaching of reading for older pupils in our AP 
Academies.  

 
Identifying gaps 
All pupils are screened on entry to our AP Academies*. In Secondary, where the reading entry test 
(New Group Reading Test –GL Assessment) highlights need, a further diagnostic screening is used. 
(Fresh Start) This is done on a one to one basis with a trained teacher or teaching assistant. 
Depending on the specific needs identified, pupils receive individual Fresh start phonics and fluency 
catch up teaching on a one to one basis beyond English lessons, and careful thought and attention 
is given about how to sensitively manage this so that pupils get the support they need without this 
need being highlighted to others.  
Where fluency and extra practise is an identified need beyond the taught curriculum, again, a 
bespoke package might be appropriate. Our screening tools above enable us to determine the most 
effective support. The importance of our well planned and taught KS3 and 4 curriculum, with focus 
on developing language, oracy, comprehension in our very small teaching  groups is also key. All 
teachers are trained in supporting reading, but also specific strategies for each pupil. We rescreen 
in order to understand the impact and effectiveness of our interventions termly, and more regularly 
for pupils on the specific Phonics programme. This is summarised in Figure 1 below.  

 
Figure 1-Wave Model for Reading Screening and Support 
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•*We also seek to triangulate data and where pupils may initially not be able 
to engage with the test yet. There may be data from referring 
schools/KS2/English Teacher onservations. No stone is unturned.

• NGRT provides a diagnostic report and strategies to support each area of 
reading. This is shared by SENCOs & Reading Leads so all staff are supported 
to support pupils in their lessons

Further Diagnostic 
Screening for pupils 
where data suggests 

need

•Specialist staff are trained in the use of this 
next tier of Screening which screens for 
phonics and fluency to identify further the 
route of the reading difficulty. We may jump 
straight to this point, where data suggests.

Further Support for 
pupils in need of 

support with Phonics 
and fluency are 
delivered and 

progress/impact 
monitored

•For pupils identified as needing Phonics, the 
Fresh Start programme is delivered 1 to 1. For 
pupils not in need of phonics, but where data 
suggests they need support with fluency, 
language and comprehension, bespoke 1 to 1 
further reading support is provided. This is 
highly individualised. 



 

 

 

 
In Alternative Provision, at times we have pupils who are struggling to engage with 
the above planned model of support and so we may need to develop some further 
creative timetabling and staffing solutions to reach the point of engagement in 
being taught to read. Here we build on Phase 1 outcomes around engaging and 
attending. We never stop. Leaders in Academies will have individual education 
plans around each pupil which are kept regularly under review so that no pupil is 
ever left behind. There is no one size fits all in implementing our resolute intent 
that all pupils will be supported to learn to read. 
 

How we support reading and language development and 
comprehension across the curriculum in Secondary? 
We are mindful of the EEF guidance on ‘disciplinary literacy’ below. Reading 
Lead/English Lead and SENCOs regularly cascade information from the diagnostic 
screenings above and suggest strategies that will support individual pupils at the 
specific and identified points of difficulty, whether this be decoding, language, 
comprehension and fluency. Leaders in our school ensure that all staff understand 
how pupils learn to read, and can be supported. Leaders direct staff to DfE English 
Hub specialist training, such as ‘Phonics to Fluency’, where we have an ongoing 
strong relationship with our Hub.  

 
Developing fluency and comprehension 
For our older pupils in secondary sometimes language comprehension and 
vocabulary still remains a barrier, rather than phonics and our diagnostic 



 

 

 

screenings support precise identification of the areas of difficulty, along with 
Dyslexia screenings by the SENCO. Fluency gives the reader the choice to read at a 
speed that allows for comprehension and can be adapted to the purpose of the 
reading. Beginner readers, however, do not have a choice about speed because 
they are still engaged in decoding the words on the page.  
 
Through our curriculum planning, we address fluency with many opportunities to 
read together in class and support comprehension and Tier 2 explicit vocabulary 
instruction. Through screening pupils on entry, we ensure we have decodable texts 
matched to reading abilities for extra practise, and to move pupils progressively 
forward rather than casting adrift as ‘free readers’ once assessed off needing 
phonics. Equally, our planning at Key Stage 3 reflects ambitious and difficult texts, 
to prepare for demands of GCSE. Our subject specialists support pupils’ fluency. 
Interventions where needed can support extra practise to enable pupils to put in 
‘reading miles’ again, and details of approaches to reading books and sessions to 
really ensure this is effective, not a tick box, are detailed below and 
timetabled/planned by each Academy bespoke to their pupils to ensure impact.  
The planned English curriculum, based on the full National Curriculum objectives; 
accurate assessment to identify gaps; our skilled and adaptive teaching, small 
teaching groups, high pupil to adult ratios, mean that pupils move forward from 
starting points.  
 

How do we encourage positive attitudes to reading and/or 
‘a love of reading’ for our older pupils? 
Many pupils who join us have experienced reading failure, and have turned away 
from reading. In Alternative Provision, we understand that approaches may need 
to be bespoke in order to engage, whilst never deviating from our core belief that 
every child can and must be supported and taught to learn to read. Each Academy 
outlines their approaches below.  
Our Secondary curriculum is rich in story, where pupils develop writing and reading 
skills concurrently and coherently, along with a high focus on developing oracy, 
language and vocabulary. ‘Class readers’ -whole texts- are detailed within our 
Reading curriculum. We adapt learning, but maintain the highest and inclusive 
expectations that pupils can attain GCSE qualifications.  We continue to read 
widely and often beyond the analytical element of the GCSE within English lessons, 
so that pupils are able to ‘stay in the story’ and understand that stories are to be 
enjoyed, not just for transactional analysis or as a model for writing.  
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Reading Interventions and Approaches for Secondary Pupils 
at Penwith Academy 
 



 

 

 

Intervention strategy 
 

• We screen as above 

• SENCO will identify where an intervention is required 

• Fresh Start daily for those identified with a gap in phonics 

• Where students need practice in fluency as bridge to comprehension we timetable 

additional 1:1 sessions (e.g. reading to SLT) 

• SENCO has oversight and leadership of reading interventions liaising closely with 

reading lead and Secondary English TA 

 
 
Whole-school strategy 
 

• To get whole school reading, tutor sessions comprise reading aloud (teacher) to 

experience enjoyment and re-engagement with story 

• We understand building oral language is fundamental in getting our pupils reading 

so in tutor sessions we provide opportunities for planned speaking and listening 

activities that develop vocabulary and rhetoric. Our staff are trained regularly in 

all aspects of supporting reading through our staff meetings. Training is based 

around evidence-based research round Scarborough’s Reading Rope and the simple 

view of reading 

• Disciplinary literacy across the curriculum (e.g. writing like a scientist etc) 

• Fluency through oral repeated reading 

• All staff know the diagnostic data around reading on each child and specific 

strategies to support 

High-quality English curriculum 
 

• All our pupils are taught in very small groups so teaching of reading can be highly 

effective 

•  Specialist support staff, Fresh Start trained, provide bridge between intervention 

and whole class teaching 

• Reading HLTA is a trained English teacher 

• Our reading spine within secondary English curriculum includes texts of high 

challenge 

• All pupils have access to a reading book precisely matched to their reading ability 

so they can practice and build reading miles with support where sending books 

home is not an effective solution 



 

 

 

• We have a fantastic new library in Primary (with a focus on less in more), 

comprising diverse texts reflecting the diverse nature of the contemporary world 

• Theatre visits are offered to all young people, such as An Inspector Calls and the 

recent trip to The Woman in Black support the reading of Gothic Literature 

• Pupils have access to a wide range of reading materials and extracts including non 

fiction and graphic fiction 

 


